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People Involved
Jane Reed
(j.reed@ioe.ac.uk)

Brief Background
The International Network for
School Improvement (INSI) is a
network of approximately 600
schools and Local Authorities in
Wales and England that is based
in the London Centre for
Leadership in Learning (LCLL).

Increasingly during the past 7
years it has been developing a
focus on work based approaches
to promoting pupils’participation
and engagement in their learning
as the heart of INSI’s approach to
professional and pedagogical
learning.This has been welcomed
by clients who have felt at times
alienated and demotivated
professionally, by school
improvement increasingly
being seen as a vehicle for
performance testing and
measuring school accountability
in a narrow way.

In addition we have been
developing approaches to
knowledge ‘creation’and
‘transfer’ that enable practitioners
to be critical consumers of
research and for them to
contribute to our research and
development processes.

Description
The proposal is for the Head of
INSI to develop an exciting

strand of current work which is
directly related to the goals of
both the WLE in its promotion of
work-related and work-based
professional learning and also
of the mission of LCLL which is to
design products for knowledge
creation and transfer for

The Institute of Education.
The proposal also takes on
board the need to design and
develop CPD approaches at the
IOE which can demonstrate a
direct connection between staff
learning and the impact for
students and has within it a
methodology for doing so.

Since 2001 INSI has been
developing a non- accredited
approach to work-based/
related learning for both teachers
and LA Advisers and Inspectors
that is focused on involving
pupils more actively in their
learning and has developed
the reputation of increasing
the motivation for the adults
involved as well as the pupils.
The programmemeets a market
need that falls between Masters
and Doctoral level study and
also serves a policy agenda
increasingly focused on the
personalisation of learning.

Evaluations of the programme
have been conducted at school,
LA and IOE level and presented
at four international conferences
(Reed and Lodge 2006).Whilst

indicating the differential impact
of the project depending on
local circumstances, there is
evidence of a number of key
benefits which can be
summarised as:

• heightened enthusiasm
for, enjoyment of and re-
commitment by participants
to both the professional
purposes of teaching and their
relationship and engagement
with pupils

• increased knowledge about,
enthusiasm for and
engagement by pupils in their
learning

• increasing use of teacher
enquiry and action based
research in classrooms as a
key component of school
based CPD programmes and
approaches to school change
and improvement

• research informed classroom
practices which reflect an
enhanced and updated view
of the nature of pupil learning
and increasing capacity to
assess the impact of
classroom activity and

Leading and developing learning in primary schools –
a research informed andwork based approach



professional learning on
students’ learning and
attainment.

The programme has been run
with groups of schools and LAs
across the country and aims to
develop participants’awareness
of the current research into
pupils’ learning and its
implications for updating their
practice. Similarly it involves
headteachers in changing the
culture of their schools in order
that it reflects a learning
philosophy. The work-based
component takes place in both
individual classrooms and the
school as a whole and requires
the design and testing out of
strategies for developing pupil
and teacher learning about
learning. The programme for
primary schools to which this
proposal relates is designed to
further develop project case
studies, tools and materials for
professional learning which will
develop:
• the identity of the pupils as
learners

• their learning with each in and
out of school

• strategies for effective learning
across the curriculum

Outcomes and deliverables
• Strand one: a major output of
the year’s work will be an
overall report of the project to
date,what is known from what
we have done, the links to the
literature,what the gaps are,
research questions and a
research proposal. Some of
this will be informed by work in
the other strands.

• Strand two: published case
studies and related on line
materials. Input to strand one.

• Strand three: a facilitator
programme that, depending
on funding, has begun to
operate, has clear assessment
criteria and a portfolio
approach to accrediting the
learning.

• Strand four: a range of project
materials, publications,
artefacts on line resources and
DVDmaterials.

• Strand five: six published case
studies of work-based action
research learning that
demonstrate the learning that
the teacher researchers
concerned are doing drawing
on project learning and the
impact on the pupils’ identity,
learning together and
strategies.

Research Methodology
The first strand will use evaluative
methodology, the second strand
will be about a co-constructed
enquiry into the case study
reports and how the knowledge
base we have so far might be
extended to and best portrayed
for others, both those in the
projects and new participants.
The third strand is a classic
process to evaluate prior
learning, develop skills and
experience and design a way
for the group to accredit their
learning. The fourth strand will
use knowledge transfer
processes to design and create
DVDs, booklets, learning
resources and on line materials.
The fifth strand will be another
form of enquiry to evaluate and
write up the practices being
developed in a public form.
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